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DAY 1–              Geographies, People and Cultures of the Horn 
•  What is the Horn of Africa?  
•  Religion and ethnicity in the Horn  
•  Gender, youth, and identity politics in the Horn  
•  The Political economy of natural r esources in the Horn 

DAY 2 –    Political History and State Formation in the Horn 
•  Colonialism and independent statehood in the Horn 
•  Ethiopia’s developmental state 
•  Eritrea: Independence and isolation 
•  Djibouti: Personal power and the politics of a small state 
•  Somalia: State collapse, reconstruction, federalisation 
•  Somaliland: Political development in ade-facto state

DAY 3 –  Local Crises 
•  The Ethiopian crisis: Political transition and civil war 
•  Election turmoil in Somalia: Causes, consequences, and outlook 
•  Eritrea’s regional role 
•  Humanitarian emergencies across the Horn 
•  The political economy of North-East Kenya and the Ethiopian-Somali regional state

DAY 4 –  Global Connections 
•  Infrastructure and geopolitics 
•  International migration and diaspora influence 
•  Great power foreign policy in the Horn: US, China, EU and Russia 
•  Multilateralism in the Horn: Trends and Possibilities 
•  Social Media, communications, and politics

DAY 5 –  Security, Development and Emerging trends 
•  Al Shabaab and international military engagement in Somalia 
•  Livelihoods and climate change adaptation 
•  Mobility and urbanization 
•  Forecasting the coming year

The years since RVI’s last Horn of Africa course in 2019, which includes the Covid-19 pandemic, have been 
tumultuous. Ethiopia has suffered from the outbreak of war in Tigray (which also drew in Eritrea), plus growing 
rebellions in other regions. Somalia’s electoral process was delayed (and is still yet to be concluded) and there is new 
uncertainty about continued international engagement in the fight against Al-Shabaab. Lately, affecting all countries 
in the region, a drought has caused hunger and displacement, demonstrating the real threat of climate change on 
the Horn of Africa’s people. This all happens as external powers seek strategic opportunities developing the region’s 
ports and infrastructure corridors. Directed by Michael Woldemariam and Peter Chonka, this year’s RVI Horn of Africa 
course will help participants situate emerging regional trends in their historical and cultural context, particularly the 
Horn’s long-standing links with countries outside the region. Find more information here.

https://riftvalley.net/index.php/courses/horn-africa-course-2022


What have been the most significant events in the region over the last year?

The evolution of the civil war in Ethiopia is particularly notable, not least because of significant shifts in the battlefield 
situation. In June 2021 a successful offensive by Tigrayan Defence Forces (TDF) led to the withdrawal of Ethiopian 
National Defense Forces (ENDF) and Eritrean troops from much of Tigray, a development that few predicted given 
the Federal government’s early gains in the war. A subsequent TDF foray into neighbouring Amhara and Afar regions, 
combined with surging Oromo Liberation Army (OLA) activity in Oromia, appeared at one point to threaten the capital. 
A convergence of factors then set the table for yet another major reversal, as Federal and allied troops were able 
to force a Tigrayan withdrawal into their region in December 2021. Although the war is now effectively in stalemate, 
dramatic swings in the military balance over the last 12 months have shaped and reshaped Ethiopia’s possible 
futures in fundamental ways.

Over the last year, politics in Somalia has been dominated by the slow and protracted progress of the indirect 
elections that will bring a transfer of power, or possibly a new mandate for incumbent President Farmaajo. At the 
time of writing, parliamentary elections (conducted by electoral colleges of clan elders and civil society figures) have 
almost been finalised, and these new MPs are scheduled to vote for a President on May 15. The outcome of this 
remains highly uncertain. The whole process – which has dragged on since 2020 – has been affected by the political 
manipulation of various elite stakeholders, and on several occasions has led to armed confrontations in Mogadishu 
that have threatened the wider political settlement. 

Although delayed since 2019 - but again in contrast to Somalia - the de facto independent Republic of Somaliland 
successfully held one-person-one-vote parliamentary elections in May 2021, alongside local district elections. 
No party received an outright majority and the two opposition parties subsequently announced a political alliance 
against the ruling Kulmiye party.

In April 2021, Djibouti’s President Ismaïl Omar Guelleh was re-elected to a fifth term in office with 97 per cent of the 
vote. Most of the opposition boycotted the election, arguing that it would be neither free nor fair. Various tensions in 
neighbouring Ethiopia have spilled over into the country. In August 2021, a rare episode of fatal urban intercommunal 
fighting occurred in Djibouti City. The violence reflects ethnic tensions simmering in eastern Ethiopia as well as 
internal economic and political grievances around President Guelleh’s enduring political dominance.

What are the main (policy) challenges facing the region in 2022?

On Ethiopia, the key challenge remains the realization of full and unfettered humanitarian access to all conflict 
affected areas of the north of the country, and to Tigray specifically. A next critical step would be securing a durable 
negotiated ceasefire in the north, and a fully inclusive national dialogue that that can facilitate a country-wide political 
settlement. It is important to remember that Ethiopia’s crisis extends beyond what has transpired in the north, as 
violence, insecurity, and its humanitarian impacts continue to impact many parts of the country.

For Somalia, a central challenge remains the peaceful finalisation of the electoral process and the confirmation of 
a government with a mandate (the incumbent’s term officially expired in February 2021). Only at this point can the 
Federal Government (re)start work on building bridges with the Federal Member States with which it has been at 
loggerheads with over the electoral process, and accelerate the (ambitious) ‘Somalia Transition Plan’ that aims for 
the transfer of all security responsibilities from African Union forces to Somali security actors by 2024. Policymakers 
will also need to address the huge drought-related displacements that have occurred within Somalia during the 
prolonged period of elite political contestation over the last year. The threat of major famine remains and will depend 
on the current rainy season. 
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What are the potential consequences/relevance of these events beyond the region?

The Horn of Africa has always been a zone of strategic importance due to its proximity to one of the most pivotal 
maritime corridors in the world. Since regional stability is a global concern, the deterioration of the Horn’s inter-
locking crises is likely to impact the interests of a range of extra-regional players. The humanitarian costs of conflict 
in Ethiopia and Somalia, as well as region-wide climate shocks, are also likely to put strain on a global multilateral 
architecture that is fragmented, exhausted, and pre-occupied with other global events (such as the war in Ukraine). 

What role are donors playing to respond to events in the region?

Donors are engaged in humanitarian response and diplomatic efforts to resolve the region’s crises. Ethiopia has 
received the majority of diplomatic attention, with the US Special Envoy for the Horn of Africa, AU Envoy Obasanjo, 
and Kenya serving as the primary facilitators of backchannel talks between Tigrayan authorities and the Federal 
government. The US, and to some extent the EU, have also placed punitive measures on the table in an effort to elicit 
a change in behaviour from the various parties to the conflict.

Although Western donors have periodically put public pressure on political stakeholders in Somalia to follow through 
in good faith with the indirect elections, large scale manipulation and irregularities in the drawn-out process have 
occurred.  

Ultimately, the efforts of ‘traditional’ donors in the Horn remains complicated by the influence of other extra-regional 
players that have a fundamentally different regional approach. This includes the Gulf states, Turkey, China, and 
Russia, some of whom have played a material role in Ethiopia’s conflict, and political contestation in Somalia. 

At the same time, humanitarian agencies focused on drought in the Somali regions of the Horn bemoan a significant 
funding gap. According to a March 2022 statement from the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, 
only 3.2 per cent of the required $1.5bn funding for its humanitarian response to ongoing mass displacement and 
potential famine has so far been received.

What will be the highlights of the course? 

The course will focus on the convergence of local crises in the Horn of Africa, headlined by the conflicts in Ethiopia 
and Somalia, and a number of important global forces. The latter includes climate change; great and middle power 
competition; the increasing centrality of social and digital media; global pandemics; and migration and diasporas. 
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Michael Woldemariam, Associate Professor, Boston University

Peter Chonka, Lecturer in Global Digital Cultures, King’s College 

Biruk Terrefe, PhD Candidate, University of Oxford 

Lee Cassanelli, Associate Professor, University of Pennsylvania 
Sahro Koshin, Founder and Director, Somalia Gender Hub 

Mahad Wasuge, Executive Director, Somali Public Agenda 

Lidet Tadesse, Associate Director, Peaceful Societies  
and Accountable Governance. 

Core Teaching Staff

What Alumni Say
‘There was an intelligent balance between leading indigenous and western thought.’ Geraint Jenner, British Peace 
Support Team, Horn of Africa 2015. 

‘As someone who knew very little about the wider region, I thought the design was spot on – starting with the 
overviews and then getting into the detail…I wish I’d done the course last year. I will definitely recommend it to 
friends and colleagues.’ Kate Ferry, Adam Smith International, Horn of Africa Course 2015. 

‘I dare say I have done nothing comparable in so comprehensive a package.’ Bob Snyder, Canadian International 
Development Agency, Horn of Africa Course 2013.

Fees, Location and How To Apply
The course will be held in  Kenya from 27 June – 01 July. 
 
The cost of each course is USD 4,500. This covers tuition fees, six nights’ full board and accommodation, special 
excursions, local transport and advance course literature. Flights and visas are not included.  
 
Please apply online at https://riftvalley.wufoo.com/forms/horn-of-africa-course-2022 

For more information contact courses@riftvalley.net.

https://riftvalley.wufoo.com/forms/horn-of-africa-course-2022
http://courses@riftvalley.net.

